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Operating Frequency 2. Load more. What are the main differences between the Phantom 4 and
Phantom 4 Pro? The Phantom 4 Pro redefines the iconic Phantom series, bringing imaging and
intelligence to new heights. The FlightAutonomy system adds dual rear vision sensors and two
Time of Flight range imaging cameras for a total of 5 directions of obstacle sensing with a range
of up to 30m in all directions. The upgraded Lightbridge HD video transmission system offers
an extended maximum transmission range of 4. It can also be used with an optional integrated
monitor for even more reliable transmission. Operators are also further empowered with a new
suite of ActiveTrack and TapFly functions. However, the P4P Obsidian comes in an all-new
matte black casing. The Phantom 4 Pro camera is equipped with a 1-inch megapixel sensor and
has a manually adjustable aperture from F2. It also supports auto focus by half-pressing the
shutter button, and has a focus range, from 1m to infinity. Always refocus before capturing
additional shots in the event that the subject has moved beyond the focus point. Focus at
infinity if the subject is over 98ft 30m away. Refocusing is also needed when switching from
close shots to long shots during recording. It also allows you to capture still images while
filming. Photos will be captured as JPEG in the same resolution as the video recording. An
electronic shutter may cause artifacts and distortion, such as jello, when shooting fast moving
objects. A mechanical shutter prevents this and guarantees a high-quality image. Tap a point on
the display to focus at that point after switching from metering to focus modes. Auto focus can
also be triggered by half-pressing the shutter button, before fully pressing the shutter to
capture an image. Focus can be set between 1m and infinity. The Phantom 4 Pro uses a brand
new camera lens optimized for aerial imaging, with an aperture range from F2. Additionally, the
Phantom 4 Pro is equipped with infrared sensors on both sides of the aircraft, precisely
detecting the distance between the aircraft and obstacles within a range of up to 23ft 7m. The
Phantom 4 Pro is compatible with two types of controllers, standard and optional. Both can
focus by half-pressing the shutter release button. The new Smart Return Home forms a map of
its environment in real-time. The aircraft will choose the best flight path to return home and
senses as far as m to avoid obstacles more effectively. If the control signal is lost, the Phantom
4 Pro will retrace its original path to regain its connection after 1-minute. When it reconnects, it
will return to home following a straight route. If it fails to regain connection, it will also revert to
straight line RTH. Set C1 or C2 as activation switch for Narrow Sensing. When flying in a
complex environment, activate Narrow Sensing and the aircraft will adjust its sensing range and
flying speed to fly through narrows gaps. It has the same Sport Mode max speed as the
Phantom 4 and faster Obstacle Avoidance enabled flight, achieving 31mph 50kph. The Phantom
4 Pro uses a new dual-signal Lightbridge video transmission system. It has a transmission
distance of up to 4. Users can also switch between 2. The battery capacity is mAh. It flies for
two additional minutes compared to the Phantom 4. GLE: Built-in display device 5. The adoption

of titanium alloy and magnesium alloy construction increases the rigidity of the airframe and
reduces weight, making the Phantom 4 Pro similar in weight to the Phantom 4. The
FlightAutonomy system adds dual rear vision sensors and infrared sensing systems for a total
of 5-direction of obstacle sensing and 4-direction of obstacle avoidance. The onboard camera
has been redesigned to use a 1-inch megapixel CMOS sensor. A custom engineered lens made
up of eight elements is arranged in seven groups, it is the first DJI camera to use a mechanical
shutter, eliminating rolling shutter distortion which can occur when taking images of fast
moving subjects or when flying at high speed. In effect, it is as powerful as many traditional
ground cameras. More powerful video processing supports H. Advanced sensors and
processors ensure everything is captured with more image detail and the image data needed for
advanced post-production. The Phantom 4 Pro's camera system improves upon everything that
made the original Phantom 4 so iconic. Every aspect has been significantly upgraded, including
the sensor size, resolution, and image processing system, making it the most powerful
Phantom to date. Users can also adjust aperture from f2. Sensor size is more important to
image quality than the number of pixels because a larger sensor captures more information in
every pixel, improving dynamic range, signal-to-noise ratio, and low light performance. It uses
larger pixels and has a maximum ISO of as well as increased contrast. It is good enough for
images to be used immediately, while also capturing enough detail for advanced
post-processing. The Phantom 4 Pro also supports the H. For a given bitrate, H. Record in the
high dynamic range D-log mode to make the most of this image data for color grading. The
resolution and contrast of a lens is critical to image quality, because only a quality lens can
capture sharp, vivid photos at high resolutions. The brand new Phantom 4 Pro camera has an
aerial optimized F2. It features eight elements â€” 2 aspherical â€” arranged in seven groups
that fit into a smaller, more compact frame. Its images are consistently detailed with low
distortion and low dispersion, ensuring that photos and videos are sharp and vivid. For the first
time ever with a DJI camera, MTF Modulation Transfer Function results have been made public,
so people can get a better understanding of lens performance. Low spatial frequencies reflect
overall contrast, and high spatial frequencies reflect detail resolution. Image Height indicates
the distance of a given point on the lens from the center of the sensor. Aerial imaging is not
only used to capture landscapes; it brings new perspectives to everything from action scenes
to motor racing. Capturing objects moving at high speed has always been a challenge for flying
cameras using an electronic shutter. FlightAutonomy is expanded with an additional set of
high-resolution stereo vision sensors placed at the rear in addition to the pair placed at the front
as well as infrared sensing systems placed on the left and right sides. This network creates a
total of 5-direction of obstacle sensing and 4-direction of obstacle avoidance, protecting the
Phantom 4 Pro from more obstacles and giving filmmakers the confidence to capture more
complex images. Three sets of dual vision sensors form a 6-camera navigation system that
works constantly to calculate the relative speed and distance between the aircraft and an object.
Using this network of forward, rearward and downward vision sensors, the Phantom 4 Pro is
able to hover precisely in places without GPS when taking off indoors, or on balconies, or even
when flying through windows with minimal pilot control. In the unlikely event that front and
downward sensors are unable to operate, the aircraft can still hover in place using the rear
stereo vision system. The Phantom 4 Pro also is able to fly in complex environments at a flight
speed of up to 31mph 50kph while avoiding obstacles in its path. In Narrow Sensing Mode, the
Phantom 4 Pro narrows its sensing scope enabling it to see in more detail and fly through small
spaces. FlightAutonomy is an advanced aerial intelligence and flight automation platform. It is
made up of a complex network of ten component groups including seven cameras â€” forward,
rearward and downward dual vision sensors and the primary camera â€” an infrared sensing
system, dual-band satellite positioning GPS and GLONASS , two downward facing ultrasonic
rangefinders, redundant IMUs and compasses, and a group of powerful, specialized computing
cores. The Phantom 4 Pro acquires a real-time view of its environment and information about
the height and position of nearby obstacles to create a 3D map it can locate itself within. The
IMU and compasses collect crucial flight status, speed and direction data, while redundant IMUs
and compasses monitor critical data and rule out possible errors, dramatically enhancing the
reliability of flight. Placed on the left, and right sides of the aircraft, these measure the distance
between the aircraft and any obstacles using infrared 3D scanning. Traditional ultrasonic
sensors only have a detection range of m and may be confused when affected by propeller
vibration. The infrared sensing system is able to sense larger areas and measure the distance
between the aircraft, identifying the closest objects accurately while avoiding interference,
providing more reliable sensing and protection. As the DJI GO app is built into the screen,
hardware and software can be fully optimized, allowing you to edit and share instantly. The
integrated upgraded Lightbridge HD video transmission system supports dual frequencies for

greater interference resistance and a maximum video transmission range of 4. The Phantom 4
Pro controller integrates an upgraded Lightbridge HD video transmission system that adds 5.
The ability to choose between 2. Normally, Wi- Fi video transmission systems use a 2. If using
the same frequency the video transmission system and the remote controller will interfere with
each other, causing image lag. The Lightbridge HD video transmission system used in the
Phantom 4 Pro uses TDM Time Division Multiplexing to transmit signals, allowing it to send
controller signals and receive video transmission signals at the same frequency. When
switched on, the Phantom 4 Pro evaluates local signal levels, automatically choosing the
transmission frequency with the lowest level of interference. This ensures the optimum range of
a maximum video transmission of 4. It makes bright, vivid colors easily visible in direct sunlight.
As the DJI GO 4 app is built into the screen, a mobile device is not required, simplifying preflight preparations. Draw is a brand new technology for waypoint control. Simply draw a route
on screen and the Phantom 4 Pro will move in that direction while keeping its altitude locked.
This allows the pilot to focus on camera control and enables more complex shots. There are two
Draw modes that can be used in different scenarios. Forward: The aircraft follows the route at a
constant speed with the camera facing in the direction of flight. Free: The aircraft only moves
along the route when instructed. In this mode, the camera can face in any direction during a
flight. The Phantom 4 Pro automatically recognizes subjects, follows and captures them as they
move, making it easier to get complex shots. Following fast-moving objects can be very
challenging, but advanced image recognition algorithms used by the Phantom 4 Pro allow it to
recognize and track the object while keeping it in frame. This new algorithm also recognizes
more subjects, from people to vehicles to animals, and will adjust its flight dynamics to match,
ensuring smoother shots. Pilots can now choose between: Trace â€” Follow behind or in front
of a subject, avoiding obstacles automatically. Profile â€” Fly alongside a subject at a variety of
angles to get profile shots of the subject. Spotlight â€” Keep the camera trained on a subject
while the aircraft flies almost anywhere. Fly in any direction visible on-screen with a simple tap.
As it can be difficult to control altitude, course, speed and camera pitch simultaneously using
joysticks, TapFly Free allows a pilot to set the direction of flight, allowing them to turn the
Phantom 4 Pro or tilt the gimbal as required without changing the direction of flight. TapFly Free
â€” Lock the forward direction of the Phantom without locking the camera direction allowing it
to turn as it flies. In its upgraded Return to Home mode, the Phantom 4 Pro can automatically
choose the best route to return home depending on environmental conditions. It records its
route as it flies, allowing it to return along the same route avoiding obstacles if the control
signal is disconnected. Based on its altitude at the time of disconnection, the Phantom 4 Pro is
also able to adjust its flight path to avoid obstacles it has seen during its flight. At takeoff, the
Phantom 4 Pro will record the scene below and compare its recording with what it sees as it
returns, for more precise landing. It can also detect the ground to see whether there is suitable
spot for landing. If any obstacles are found, or there is water on the ground, it will alert the pilot
and hover at an appropriate height, helping the aircraft to land more safely. Using Gesture
Mode, selfies can be captured easily using a few gestures without the remote controller.
Advanced computer vision technology allows the Phantom 4 Pro to take instructions through
gestures. The subject simply lifts their arms when facing the camera and the aircraft will
recognize this movement by locking on and placing the subject in the center of the frame. When
ready for a photo, the subject holds their arms out to signal the aircraft. A three second
countdown will begin, making time to strike a pose, allowing moments to be captured without
the remote control. Different productions require different flight characteristics, and the
Phantom 4 Pro offers three modes for flight: P, A and S. Switching between them allows pilots
to get the control they need, whether they seek smoothness, simplicity, intelligent navigation or
speed. Sport Mode adds extra agility and higher speed, reaching 45mph 72kph. It is ideal for
experienced pilots looking to capture smoother footage. Tripod Mode, which limits speed to
4mph 7kph provides precision control for fine framing and indoor flying. Both the infrared
sensing system and vision sensors are enabled in these modes for a safer flight experience.
Before each flight, it scans a range of available frequencies to find and use the one with the
least interference. By supporting 2. Tightly integrated with DJI GO 4, Lightbridge video
transmission also sends vital flight statistics in real time, and can be used to quickly download
photos and videos to connected mobile devices. The Lightbridge video transmission system
uses advanced transmission technologies and can automatically adjust to environmental
conditions. It ensures high quality, low latency image transmission across its range and offers
pilots a better shooting experience. Traditional analog video transmission occupies a larger
bandwidth and is more susceptible to interference. It also suffers from poor image quality and
short range. Wi-Fi transmission also compares poorly, suffering from low latency, lengthy
re-connection times, and short transmission distances due to the high cost of more powerful

Wi-Fi transmission. The Phantom 4 Pro features dual compass modules and dual IMU units,
making it more reliable when compared to many hexacopters and octocopers. Compasses and
IMUs are important sensors to ensure a stable flight and the Phantom 4 Pro constantly
compares the data it receives through both pairs. This data is run through advanced algorithms
to check accuracy and any inaccurate data is simply discarded without affecting flight, keeping
flight steady and reliable. Professional aerial imaging benefits from longer flight times. The
Phantom 4 Pro has a maximum flight time of 30 minutes, providing more time in the air to
capture the perfect shot. The DJI GO 4 app shows battery lifetime and calculates remaining
flight times according to distance traveled and more. It will give alerts when it reaches a
minimum safe amount required for a safe journey back to the takeoff point. An advanced battery
management system is also in place to prevent overcharging and over draining. When placed in
longer term storage, batteries will discharge power to maintain good health. When shooting
aerials, the remote controller is responsible for most physical controls including piloting and
capture. However, more challenging shoots require a real-time video feed, vital flight statistics
and advanced settings. These are traditionally handled through a smart device, making the
smart device essential to aerial imaging. The DJI GO 4 app is optimized for aerials and is
updated along with the aircraft to ensure all features are supported. It can be used on smart
devices and is available to be integrated into the DJI CrystalSky monitor, providing simple and
convenient control. It also provides access to full manual camera controls, including ISO,
aperture, shutter speed, image formats, and more. Vital flight data and video transmission
status are easy to check in-app, further enhancing control efficiency and convenience. DJI GO 4
includes editing features for quick editing and sharing to social media and even live streaming.
After each flight, flight routes and data are automatically recorded and synchronized to the
attached DJI GO 4 account, keeping it readily accessible for you to review. Both flight logs and
data are easy to record and review. Prices on the official website are for reference only. Shot on
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contrast of a lens is critical to image quality, because only a quality lens can capture sharp,
vivid photos at high resolutions. Sagittal Meridional. Capture Every Moment Aerial imaging is
not only used to capture landscapes; it brings new perspectives to everything from action
scenes to motor racing. Mechanical Shutter. What is FlightAutonomy FlightAutonomy is an
advanced aerial intelligence and flight automation platform. Remote Controller with Built-in
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Register. Uploading and Loding Picture I might be going completely crazy and have missed
something obvious But can anyone point me towards where I would find an exploded parts list
for the P3S. I keep being told about part xx Is there such a thing? Twitter Facebook Favorite
Like 4. Use props. DJI-Paladin Offline. DJI team. GeorgeDonovan Offline. So it looks like we are
allowed to buy them and make DJI rich but not know whats inside!! JustGoThere Offline.
Second Officer. Every single RC aircraft I've had over the years, has exploded views of the craft
so you can replace parts. What's the big secret with Phantoms? It's somewhat insulting actually
JustGoThere Posted at Every single RC aircraft I've had over the years, has exploded views of
the craft so you can replace This frustrated me as well, so I took the time to put together a parts
list. PM me with your email if you would like a copy. I can't fathom why DJI doesn't supply this.
PM me with your email DJI-Ken Offline. The parts that are user changeable on a Phantom are
listed on the DJI website, for individual internal parts DJI does not recommend changing
yourself as this is a complicated aircraft and if not repaired correctly could cause a crash and
injury. There are actually a few videos on YouTube that show a complete breakdown and rebuild
of a Phantom 3 Professional if anyone is interested. One guy has a 5 part series showing every
step. Just do a YouTube search. Obviously this will void your warranty if you do this yourself,
so there's that. C Offline. GeorgeDonovan Posted at So it looks like we are allowed to buy them
and make DJI rich but not know whats inside!! BobBob Offline. C Posted at Haha, let me know if
you can get an official exploded parts diagram from iPhone or Canon about their products. It's
just standard practise. RedHotPoker Offline. Exploded drone view? Hahaha We aren't even privy
to the full contents of a firmware or Go app update Genghis9 Offline. Nor are we privy to
operating our property with full control using its full capability Haha tell me where Ford keeps
you from driving as fast as the car can go, as far as it can go, or without having to sign in to
Ford. Phantom One Offline. Genghis9 Posted at Nor are we privy to operating our property with

full control using its full capability They should be sued. Like there are parts in an IPhone that
could be replaced. Not even close to comparison DJI, try again. What a goof. Montfrooij Online.
RedHotPoker Posted at You can replace the screen, battery, and many other components of an
iPhone or iPad See my local guy here DrFix. Phantom One Posted at Yeah ok, you saying you
need an exploded view of the parts to replace a battery.. Like I said, NO comparison. I would like
to add drones and a hobby similar to rc cars. Most people that have hobbies like these prefer to
do their own work. As for iPhone repair not so much a hobby as a business however i test my
broken one down and save the parts like cameras Wi-Fi cables screens digitizers just to see if i
can Frankenstein my own together. So that's my view. WayneMHK Offline. Ohgiver Yahoo.
Advanced Bold Text Color Upload. You need to log in before you can reply Login Register now.
GeorgeDonovan Offline GeorgeDonovan lvl. Yes I agree it is silly! I wonder if anyone has done a
full tear down and posted all the interesting stuff? Haha, let me know if you can get an official
exploded parts diagram from iPhone or Canon about their products. BobBob Offline BobBob lvl.
I want to know what is the exact part number of the motors of my phantom 3 standard. Could
you please give me the part number? On your web page you have the E only. It is not clear what
part is for what drone or submodel. Thanks in advance for your kind answer. Wish I had read
this forum before purchasing a DJI, never again though.. What a goof You can replace the
screen, battery, and many other components of an iPhone or iPad Same thoughts here.
Although there are many reasons to like a company who will share this So DJI could make
themselves even more popular by doing this! Yeah ok, you saying you need an exploded view
of the parts to replace a battery.. Have you ever even seen an iPad battery? Do you know how to
unlock the screen from the back plate? Anyway, apples to oranges Not my concern. You can
just send it in for repair Hope for the best drone return. We could argue, or agree to disagree. I
would love a copy. Brand Categories. DIY Handmade. Stock Promotion. Attop toys YD.
Cheerson CX. DJI Inspire 1 Drone. DJI Mavic 2 Drone. DJI Phantom 3 Drone. DJI Phantom 4
Drone. Eleven Hobby. Feixuan Fei Lun. Global Drone. Holy Stone. KD KaiDeng. LH Model. Lucky
boy. Mould King. Song Yang Toys. WLtoys RC Car. WLtoys RC Drone. LED colored lights. RC
Airplane. RC Helicopter. RC Quadcopter. Reviews - more. Very valuable goods. The
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product arrived in less than 2 weeks. Good work XK. If you are a beginner buy this heli. Its the
only way to If you have any questions? Click here: Contact us and we will solve your problem
within 24 hours. Displaying 1 to 35 of 81 products. Remote control transmitter strap harness
straps special lanyard neck strap remote control. Alloy shell, super antioxidant, ultra-durable.
High-strength high-strength woven nylon fiber, bold super flexible, no easy to wound the wire to
Product Name: Phantom4 batteries board Material: PCB board with intelligent control chip
Product use: one or twenty-three charging charging time Peripheral Products - more. Good
work XK If you are a beginner buy this heli. Remote control strap harness straps Remote control
transmitter strap harness straps special lanyard neck strap remote control. Remote control
metal rocker. Portable data line [For iPhone ipad Andrews] Alloy shell, super antioxidant,
ultra-durable. Peripheral Products - more 7. Emal: sales linparts.

